ManTIS – Manufacturing Technology and Industrial Systems DTF

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Information Day on IIoT and MBE in Manufacturing
  – Report from GfSE PLM4MBSE WG (Uwe Kaufmann – ModelAlchemy)
    mantis/2017-03-01
  – MBSE at Boeing and Long-Term Archiving for MBSE (LOTAR)
    (Brittany Friedland, Boeing)
    mantis/2017-03-02
  – PLM – MBSE Integration – update on POCs (CONTACT SW, XPLM, ARAS)
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s)
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s)
    • N/A

• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • N/A
  – RFP/RFI Recommended or Other Recommendations
    • N/A

• **Liaisons**
  – GfSE (German chapter of INCOSE) PLM4MBSE WG
• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Long Term Archiving for (Systems) Engineering
  – Invite INCOSE TIMLMWG (Tool Integration and Model Lifecycle Mgmt.)
  – Challenges and standards needs from IIC Smart Factory / Smart Manufacturing / Industrie 4.0 for ManTIS
  – Traceability Metamodel / Ontology RFP
  – Review SysML V2 RFP requirements
  – Joint session with OMG Ontology PSIG